Introduction 18
The latest generation of climate models (Climate Model Intercomparison Project 5 -CMIP5; Taylor et  19 al., 2012) predict current warming trends of global surface air temperature of approximately 0.2K 20 per decade, much greater than the observed warming during the first part of this century 2013; see e.g., Flato et al., 2013 , Easterling and Wehner, 2009 , Fyfe et al., 2013 . In contrast, the 22 warming over the recent five decades is similar between models and observations. The recent 23 'hiatus' period has received considerable attention (e.g., Hawkins et al., 2014) . While limited 24 coverage of the rapidly warming Arctic may have missed some of the observed global warming 25 (Cowtan and Way, 2013) , it does not explain the recent model-data mismatch because most 26
analyses (e.g., Flato et al., 2013) were performed using only regions covered by observations. 27
However, errors in data may have slightly underestimated recent warming (Karl et al., 2015 ) 28 A possible contributor to the different warming rates between most models and observations is 29 errors in forcing: The forcings driving the CMIP5 models do not include the recent solar minimum, 30 which may partly offset recent warming (see e.g. Kaufmann et al., 2011) , nor do they include the 31 majority of numerous, small volcanic eruptions of the last decade and thus overestimate net 32 incoming radiation (Santer et al., 2014 , Haywood et al., 2013 , Neely et al., 2013 . In addition, a 33 reduction in methane and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and increase in anthropogenic aerosols 34 (Estrada et al., 2013) , along with stratospheric water vapour (Solomon et al., 2010), may also 35 contribute. 36
Models may also react too strongly to prescribed forcings. Optimal detection and attribution results 37 (Stott et al., 2013 , Bindoff et al., 2013 suggest that simulated warming in recent decades in the 38 highest-sensitivity models is too great. However, incorporating the hiatus period into estimates of 39 the transient and equilibrium climate response only reduces the upper limit of the range, with little 40 effect on the lower limit (Johannson et al., 2015) . 41 An important contributor to any model-data mismatch is chaotic fluctuations ( For this analysis, a "hiatus" is assumed to be a period of time with a zero or negative linear trend in 110 global mean annual surface air temperatures. For natural climate variability (whether it be due to 111 external or internal variability) to cause a hiatus in the present or near future, it must have a 112 negative linear trend equal to the projected increase in temperature due to anthropogenic causes. A 113 linear trend of 0.022K/year well approximates the temperature increase in the first half of the 21st 114 century within rcp4.5-extended historical simulations (figure 1a). Thus, a period of internal variability 115 may potentially cause a hiatus only if the linear trend is less than -0.022K/year. Similarly, we also 116 consider periods of natural variability which could cause stronger than expected warming, in 117 particular focusing on samples with linear trends ≥ 0.022K/year, i.e., twice the expected warming. 118
Hereafter these periods will be referred to as 'hiatus' periods and 'accelerated warming periods', 119 following the convention of Meehl et al. (2013) and Roberts et al. (2015) . 120
Although this paper does not directly analyse the so-called recent "hiatus", the analysis has been 121 partly motivated by its occurrence. In order to remove any chance of selection-bias we will end our 122 trend analyses in the year 2000. 123
To calculate estimates of internal climate variability from observations and reconstructions, the 124 externally forced component must first be removed, for which we use climate model simulations. 125
For the historical period (fig 1a) , the observations were regressed onto the multi-model mean for a 126 two-signal linear combination of the CMIP5 ALL and NAT simulations using a total least squares 127 regression (see Allen and Stott, 2003 Since hiatus and accelerated warming periods are possible both due to internal variability and 150 natural forcing (solar and volcanic), we also consider the combined effect of both these sources of 151 natural variability (i.e. non-anthropogenic). This effect is estimated by removing the contribution 152 from anthropogenic forcings from the observations. Consequently, the ANT simulations are 153 regressed onto the observations (scaling factor, 0.92; uncertainty range 0.80 -1.10) (see fig. 1a ,c) 154 and proxy reconstruction (scaling factor, 0.89; 0.58 -1.33) (see fig. 1c,d ) and then removed. The 155 calculated residual is a sample of observed natural variability. Additionally, model estimates of 156 combined natural variability are taken from NAT simulations for 1880-2000. We also use the period 157 850-1750 from all-forced last millennium simulations, assuming that anthropogenic forcing in this 158 period is negligible. This is likely to be a reasonable assumption since the main anthropogenic effect 159 during this period will be land-use change, which up until this point is likely to have had a small 160 effect in large scale temperatures in model simulations (see e.g. Schurer et al 2014). 161
Results

163
Samples of internal variability from models, observations, and the proxy reconstruction contain very 164 similar probabilities of hiatus-causing periods (Fig 2a) , with model results similar to that found by 165 Roberts et al. (2015) . Short hiatus periods of a few years are relatively common with the probability 166 decreasing to approximately 20% for 5-year periods (24% In models, 23% in observations and 19% in 167 proxy reconstruction), approximately 5% for 10-year periods (5%, 6% and 5%) and close to zero for 168 15-year periods (0.4% in models). This means that in the near-future, due to internal variability 169 alone, short periods of time without any increases in temperature are likely to be quite common, 170 while hiatus periods of over 10 years should be less likely. A similar picture is seen for accelerated 171 warming periods; frequent short periods which could cause double the expected warming ( warming periods following the models while hiatus periods seem associated with larger cooling. This 208 observation-model discrepancy in the North Atlantic is significant for hiatus periods of 9 to 10 years, 209 but the interpretation of this result is difficult due to small sample size. 210
We turn now to trends caused by all natural variability, both forced and internal. Fig. 2c shows the 211 probability of finding hiatus-causing periods of varying length in our samples of combined natural 212 variability covering the observational period, while fig. 2e shows the same but for the periods of 213 accelerated warming. The samples estimated from observations show only a slight increase in 214 likelihoods, particularly for longer periods, to that estimated for just internal variability (compare the 215 red dots to the black line and to fig 2a,d) . This means that during the historical era, natural forcings 216 (solar and volcanic) do not seem to have contributed much to decadal trends. This is not the case in 217 models however, where the inclusion of natural forcings over the same period (green dots) see a 218 large increase in trends, with hiatus-causing trends and accelerated warming trends of 15 and even 219 20 years now possible. This discrepancy is because, as already noted, models show stronger 220 responses to natural forcings than seen in observations (see scaling factors calculated for natural 221 forcings -method section). This is particularly noticeable for the Krakatau eruption in 1883, which 222 has a large impact in models, but is much smaller in observations (see Fig. 1a,c) . This discrepancy 223 could be due to forcing uncertainty, observational coverage or errors in the modelled response (see Fig s5) European pattern is tentatively supported by the proxy reconstruction (see supplement, Fig S8) . 271
While Maher et al (2014) noted that the likelihood of hiatuses in model simulations increases for 272 decades containing volcanic eruptions, in both models and for three out of four of the largest 273 volcanoes in observations, their analysed time series contained anthropogenic forcing. Here we 274 overcome this by first removing the anthropogenic forcing from the observations and by using the 275 CMIP5 models driven only by natural forcings, which allow these results to be directly compared to 276 those for internal variability alone. 277
We find that in models, the presence of natural forcing in the period 1880-2000 greatly increases the 278 chances of hiatuses and accelerated warming periods. These likelihoods are increased further if we 279 instead consider the period 850-1750, with the majority of the long hiatuses being caused by large 280 cooling due to a volcanic eruption towards the end of the hiatus period, while the accelerated 281 warming periods generally represent a recovery from the volcanic cooling. 
